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RimRite correctly aligns 
Scania studs to the wheel 

Fig.1

User Instructions

RimRite should be used for every wheel re-fitting.

1. Sit the wheel onto all ten wheel studs.

2. Screw all three RimRite aligners at position 1, 2 and 3. 
(see fig.1) 

3. Apply wheel nuts to remaining studs, in accordance 
with manufacturers recommended torque settings. 

4. Remove RimRite aligners & apply remaining nuts.

If incorrectly aligned, damage 
can occur to the wheel rim & 

studs, as well as lead to excessive 
vibration & uneven tyre wear. 



Test the full thread length

! Use light �nger force ONLY
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Test for elongation of stud hole!

Wheel containing stud holes

Scania Thread Tester

Spherical / Conical Tester (SPH/CON) 

Stud Hole Elongation Tester (SHET)

Size: Scania 
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Checks the quality and integrity of stud threads. Usage:
1) Use correct size according to thread spec of the stud
2) Use finger pressure only to screw the thread tester down the stud thread
3) If the tester has strong resistance or stops entirely before the thread 
ends, the thread should be inspected for elongation and damage. 
4) Remedial action should be taken to review or condemn/replace the 
stud in line with company wheel safety policies and procedures

Checks the type of stud hole surface seat. Usage: 
1) Check for damage and elongation to stud hole
(using SHET tool above) 
2) Push each side of the SPH/CON tester against the 
hole entrance
3) Judge which side rests most flush to the hole in 
order to distinguish the type of stud hole surface-seat 
on the wheel between a conical / tapered seat and 
spherical / ball seat (see diagram below). If in doubt 
refer to vehicle technical user manual. 

Checks for damage and elongation to stud hole. Usage: 
1) Establish stud hole size from wheel specification
2) Push the SHET into the stud hole to the depth of the corresponding size
3) If significant daylight can still be seen through the hole or there are 
clear signs of damage, the wheel should be evaluated and considered 
for replacement in line with company wheel safety policies and 
procedures.

The FTA recommends* that 
vehicles are fitted with 
wheel nut indicators and / or 
retainers to complement a full 
maintenance programme.  

*Within the Wheel Security Best Practice Guide reorder code: 4087
For more information, visit www.checkpoint-safety.com


